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This dialog doesn’t fit the character’s personality—I can’t have characters like Clarice Starling speaking this way. The
script writer needs to get out on the street and listen to how people really talk!
1.Regardless of all happenings, I remain resolute to holding a presupposition that tellurians are praiseworthy within.
2.Expiring the enumeration, the nosism recognizes my first prime numeral persona. The assigned appellation: Number

Two.
3.Hedging, I established at one instance in time and for all eternity that the appendage is more puissant than the first

metacarpal.
4.Actuate elsewhere from the object of the feminine third-person, singular personal pronoun, you female canine!
5.Has some unspecified person mislaid a convolution of Jackson imprinted tender bound by an elastic loop?

Considering that, we descried the said ductile binding device.
6.I conclude you have acquainted with my steadfast factotum. He’s recently been melancholy; on account of when you

rapped the door his impression was that your occupation was confection distribution.
7.Interrogatively speaking, the second person apprehends how to warble shrill sounds? The second person need only

press together the labia oris supplemented by… streaming of air.
8.Suggestively speaking to you, loaf about with a card based entertainment session intended for a single person?
9.My maternal aunt’s husband’s only sister-in-law repeatedly pronounced, a simile exists between existence and a

cardboard container of cacao based confections; one does not perceive the outcome of the pickings.
10.Plural third-person, personal pronouns may expropriate our mortal existence, however not at any time shall these

subjects possess our carte blanche.
11.Using the celestial being believed to be creator as attestor, under no means shall I enter an esurient state from here

onward.
12.My nature is not reproachable. My artistic rendering just portrays me in that manner.
13.The foremost ordinance of this organization devoted to fisticuffs is that the second person is inconversable about

subjects pertaining to said sodality.
14.Upon a specific rise of the sun, yours truly sent a projectile to a pachyderm in my bedgown. Under what

circumstances it came to be positioned in the nightwear, I am incognizant.

